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1. INTRODUCTON 
Let R be a commutative noetherian ring of dimension d, let A denote the 
polynomial ring R[X,, . . . . X,], and let P be a finitely generated projective 
A-module. H. Bass [B2, Question (XIV),] has asked the following 
question. 
Question (Bass). Is every projective A-module P of rank ad+ 1 can- 
cellative? 
R. Swan has shown that when P is stably extended from R then P is can- 
cellative [SW, Theorem 1.11. B. Plumstead has given an affn-mative answer 
to the question when n = 1 [P, Theorem 11. Moreover he conjectured the 
affirmative answer to the question for arbitrary n. We gave an affirmative 
answer to the question (for arbitrary n) when dim R = 1 or dim R = 2 and 
R normal [BR, Corollary 4.91. 
In this paper we generalize this result in two directions. First we prove 
that when dim R = 2 the question has an affirmative answer (Theorem 3.1) 
and thus remove the normality assumption when dim R = 2. In Section 4 
we assume that R is normal and give an affirmative answer to the question 
for arbitrary rl (dimension of R) but restrict the number of variables to two 
(i.e., n = 2) (Theorem 4.1). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper all rings will be commutative noetherian and all 
modules will be finitely generated. 
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In this section we collect some definitions and results for later use; R will 
denote a commutative noetherian ring. 
(2.1) Given a projective R-module P and an element p E P we define 
O,(p) = ($(p)/$ E Hom,(P, R)}. We say that p is unimodulur if 
OA P) = R. 
(2.2) A projective R-module P is said to be cancellative if P@ R z 
Q 0 R implies P z Q. 
(2.3) Given a projective R-module P of constant rank r we denote 
Ar(P) by det(P). Let CJ be an endomorphism of P. Then det(rr) will denote 
nra. Note that det(o) E End,(det(P)) = R. The group of automorphisms cr 
of P with det(cr) = 1 will be denoted by SL(P). Given an ideal K of R, the 
kernal of the canonical map SL(P) -+ SL(P/KP) will be denoted by 
SL(P, K). 
(2.4) Let P be a projective module over R[X,, . . . . X,]. Let J(R, P) be 
the set of those elements a of R such that P, is extended from R,. Then 
using ideas in the proof of Theorem 1 of [Q] it can be proved that J(R, P) 
is an ideal of R and J(R, P) = ,/m. Moreover by the Quillen-Suslin 
theorem ht J(R, P) > 1. We refer to J(R, P) as the Quillen ideal of P in R. 
(2.5) Given R-modules M and N we write End.(M@ N) in the matrix 
form as 
End,JM@N) = En&W) Hom.Wf, N) 
HomM, M) 1 End,(N) ’ 
We conclude this section by quoting a result (only for projective 
modules) of Eisenbud and Evans as stated in [P, Sect. 11. 
(2.6) EISENBUD-EVANS THEOREM. Let P be a projective R-module. Let S 
be a subset of Spec(R) and d: S -+ N be generalized imension function such 
that rank P 2 1 + d(p) for all p E S. Let (p, a) E P 0 A be unimodular. Then 
there exists q E P such that O,( p + aq) is not contained in any member p 
of s. 
3. CANCELLATION OF PROJECTIVE MODULES 
OVER POLYNOMIAL EXTENSIONS OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL RINGS 
In this section we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a ring of dimension two. Then every projective 
RCX,, . . . . X,,]-module of rank 23 is cancellative. 
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For the proof of this theorem we shall need some lemmas and the follow- 
ing result which is implicit in the proof of Theorem 4.8 of [BR]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let R be a ring of dimension d. Let P and Q be projective 
modules of rank ad+ 1 over R[X,, . . . . X,] such that P@ R[X,, . . . . X,,] z 
Q@ R[X,, . . . . X,,]. Assume that the Quillen ideal J(R, P) be such that 
dim R/J(R, P) = 0. Then P % Q. Moreover if rank P > max(d + 1, 3) then 
any isomorphism u’ : P % & can be lifted to an isomorphism u: P 2 Q, where 
the bar means “mod(X,, . . . . X,,).” 
LEMMA 3.3. Let B be a ring and K be a nilpotent ideal of B. Let P be a 
projective B[X,, .,., X,]-module of constant rank. Assume that P contains a 
unimodular element. Then the canonical map SL(P, (X, , . . . . X,,)) --) 
SL(P/KP, (X,, . . . . X,,)) is surjective. 
Proof Let z’ be an element of SL(P/KP, (Xi, . . . . X,)). We show that z’ 
can be lifted to an automorphism r of P such that r =I, mod(X,, . . . . X,,) 
and det(z) = 1. 
Let L = KB[X,, . . . . X,] n (Xi, . . . . X,). Then we have the Cartesian square 
of rings 
BCX,, . . . . X,1/L - BCX,, . . . . Jfrzll(~, > ...? XJ 
B/K[X,, . . . . X,1 - BIKCX,, . . . . JfJlW,, . . . . X,,). 
Since all the maps are surjective and z’ E SL(P/KP, (X,, . . . . X,)), r’ and 
the identity automorphism ZPICx,, ,_,, x,)P can be patched together to get an 
element 7” of SL(P/LP). 
Since L is a nilpotent ideal of B[X,, . . . . X,] and P has a unimodular 
element, the canonical map SL(P) + SL(P/LP) is surjective. Let r E SL(P) 
be a preimage of z” in SL(P). Then by the construction of r” it follows that 
r is a lift of z’ and r E SL(P, (X,, . . . . X,)). 
LEMMA 3.4. Let B be a ring and P be a projective B[X,, . . . . X,]-module 
of rank 23. Let K be an ideal of B such that P/KP is a free 
WKCX,, . . . . X,,]-module of rank r (2 3) and let a’ be an automorphism of 
P/KP which belongs to E,(B/K[X, , . . . . X,,]), when considered as a matrix 
with respect to a basis of P/KP. Assume that a’ = ZpIKP mod (Xi, . . . . X,,). 
Then a’ can be hfted to an automorphism a of P such that 
u E Zp mod(X,, . . . . X,). 
Proof It is easy to see that O’ (as a matrix) is a product of the matrices 
of the type B’e& Yf) B’- ‘, where /3’ E E,(B/K), f E B/K[X,, . . . . X,], and 
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Y= X, for some X,. By [BR, Corollary 4.21, /I’ and e& Yf) (as 
automorphisms of P/KP) can be lifted to automorphisms /? and a of P. 
Moreover, by looking at the proof of Proposition 4.1 of [BR] more 
carefully, it follows that a can be chosen that a-Z, mod( Y) and hence 
a = I, mod( A’,, . . . . X,). Obviously /?aP-’ is an automorphism of P such 
that (1) /?afl-’ is a lift of /?‘e,( Yf) /I-’ and (2) pa/I-’ = I, mod(X,, . . . . X,). 
Hence c’ can be lifted to an automorphism 0 of P such that 
a = I, mod(X,, . . . . X,,). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let R 4 RI be a finite extension of reduced rings. Assume 
that the canonical map Spec( R, ) -+ Spec(R) is bijective and for every prime 
ideal p of R, the inclusion map R/p n R G R, /p is birational. Let C be the 
conductor ideal of R in R, . Then there exists a ring S enjoying the properties 
(1) RGSG R,, 
(2) (R/CL, = (WC),,, > 
(3) ht C< ht C,, where C, denotes the conductor ideal of S in R,. 
Proof Let K = radical of C in R, _ Then by the hypothesis R/R n K 
(=W%,)~R,IK (=(R,ICM . is a finite extension of reduced rings 
such that Q(R/R n K) = Q(R,/K), where for any reduced noetherian ring 
B, Q(B) denotes the total quotient ring of B. 
If RJR n K= R,/K then taking S= R, we are through. So assume that 
R/R n K is a proper subring of R, /K. Since R, /K is a finite extension of 
R/R n K having the same total quotient ring, we have ht C’ > 1, where C 
denotes the conductor ideal of R/R n K in R,IK. 
Let S = R + K. Then obviously R G S 4 R, . Now K = the radical ideal of 
C in S. Therefore (S/C),,,=SfK= R/Rn K= (R/C),,,. Let C, be the 
conductor ideal of S in R,. Then obviously Kc C, and C’ = C,/K. Since 
htC’a1 we have htC<htC,. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let R 4 S be a finite extension of reduced rings of dimension 
2 such that Q(R) = Q(S) and (R/C),,, = (S/C),,,, where C is the conductor 
ideal of R in S. Let A denote R[X,, . . . . X,,]. Let P and Q be A-projective 
modules of (constant) rank 2 3 such that P@ A z Q @ A. Assume that 
ht J(S, S@, P) 2 2. Let o’ : Pr & be an isomorphism (where the bar means 
“mod(X,, . . . . X,,)“). Then there exist isomorphisms a, : SQR P % SO R Q, 
a?: R/COR P7 R/C@, Q such that 
(1) 5, = l,Q, 6’9 
(2) 52 = lR,CQR 0'9 
(3) l(S,C)rdQR,C~2= l(s,c)redQs~l. 
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Proof Since ht J(S, S@ R P) > 2 and dim S = 2, by Theorem 3.2 there 
exists an isomorphism cr, : SOR Pr SOR Q of projective S[X,, . . . . X,]- 
modules such that 6, = 1 s 0 R g’. 
Since Q(R) = Q(s) we have ht C 3 1 and therefore dim R/Cd 1. 
Therefore by Theorem 3.2 and (2.4) there exists an isomorphism 
Ez: RjC@. Pr RIGOR Q of projective RIC[X,, . . . . X,,]-modules such that 
a, = lRICQR (T’. 
Let e=(l(S,C),,dQR,C~;‘)(l(S,C),,dQSO.l). Then e = z,.S,C),,d @ R p 
mod(X,, . . . . X,). Therefore 0~ SL((S/C),,, OR P, (X,, . . . . X,)). 
Since WIC)red = W%d and by [BR, Theorem] P has a unimodular 
element, by Lemma 3.3, 0 can be lifted to an element t!j of 
WRICQ. P, (X,, . . . . X,,)). Now we are through if we put cz = 6,& 
LEMMA 3.7. Let B be a reduced ring and let P be a projective 
B CX, , . . . . X,]-module of (constant) rank r 2 3 such that det( P) is 
extended from B. Let L be an ideal of B such that dim B/L = 1. Let s be an 
element of B such that P, is free and ht(L +sB)> ht(L). Let 
WE SL(P/LP, (X,, . . . . X,,)) be such that t?’ = IplLp mod(&L). Then 8’ can 
be lifted to an element 0 of SL(P, (X, , . . . . X,,)). 
Proof We first note that by [BR, Theorem 3.11, P/LP= det(P/LP)@F, 
where F is a free B/L[X,, . . . . X,]-module. Moreover, since det(P) is 
extended from B, det(P/LP) is extended from B/L. 
Let T=l+sB. If TnL# 
J@ 
then P,s is free implies P/LP is free. There- 
fore, since 8’ = IplLp mod( L/L) and det t3’= 1, 8’ E E,(B/L[X,, . . . . X,,]) 
when considered as a matrix with respect o some basis of PjLP. Therefore, 
since B is reduced, by Lemma 3.4, 8’ can be lifted to an element 0 of 
sup, (X, > ...> X,)). 
Now we assume that Tn L = 0. Then (B/L), is a semilocal ring 
and hence (P/LP)T is a free module over (B/L),[X, , . . . . X,]. Therefore 
as before, by Lemma 3.4, 0; can be lifted to an element 8, of 
wp,, (X, 3 . . . . X,)). 
Since P, is free, by Lemma 3.4, 0: can be lifted to an element O2 of 
sup,, (X, 9 . . . . X,1). 
Let z = (O,‘),(O,),. Then z is an automorphism of free B,,[X,, . . . . X,,]- 
module P,, such that ( 1) z = I,, mod( Xi, . . . . X,,) and (2) r z I,, mod ( L,sT). 
But then by [P, Lemma 2 of Sect. 21, r = (6,),(6;‘),, where 6, (resp. 6,) 
is an element of SL(P,, (X,...X,)nLB,[X,, . . . . X,]) (resp. 
SUP,, (x,, . . . . X,J n LB,CX,, . . . . X,] )). Therefore 8, 6, and 8,6, patch up 
together to give an element 13 of SL(P, (X, , . . . . X,,)) which is a lift of 8’. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let A denote R[X,, . . . . X,]. In what follows the 
bar will denote “modulo(X,, . . . . X,).” 
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Let P and Q be projective A-modules of rank >/ 3 such that PO A w 
Q@A. Then P@A%Q@A. Since A=R and dimR=2, by the Bass can- 
cellation theorem [Bl, Corollary 3.5, p. 1841, P x Q. Let 0’ : Pr Q be an 
isomorphism. We shall show that 0’ can be lifted to an isomorphism 
u: PrQ. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that R is reduced and P is of 
constant rank r ( 3 3). If ht J(R, P) > 2 then we can appeal to Theorem 3.2. 
So we assume that ht J(R, P) < 1. Therefore by (2.4), ht J(R, P) = 1. 
Since PO A z Q 0 A we have det(P) z det(Q). Therefore the 
isomorphism Arg’ : det( P) 2i det( Q) can be lifted to an isomorphism 
$ : det( P) z det( Q). 
Let Q(R) denote the total quotient ring of R. Then there exists a ring R’ 
such that (1) R 4 R’ 4 Q(R), (2) R’ is a finite R-module, and (3) the 
projective R’[X,, . . . . X,]-module R’ OR det(P) is extended from R’. 
Let R, be the seminormalization of R in R’. Then since R, is seminormal 
in R’ and R’OR, (R, OR det(P)) is extended from R’, by [I, Theorem 93 
the projective R,[X,, . . . . X,]-module R, OR det(P) is extended from R,. 
Therefore by [BR, Theorem 3.11, ht J( R, , R, OR P) > 2. 
From the construction of R, it follows that the canonical map 
Spec(R,) --t Spec(R) is bijective and for every prime ideal p of R, the 
inclusion R/R n p 4 RI/p is birational. Let C denote the conductor ideal 
of R in R,. Since CnJ(R,, R,Q, P)cJ(R, P), ht J(R, P)=l, and 
htJ(R,,R,@,P)>2 we have htC=l. Then by Lemma3.5 there 
exists a ring S such that (1) R 4 SG R,, (2) (R/C),,, = (S/C),,,, and 
(3) ht C, > ht C= 1, where C, is the conductor ideal of S in R,. 
Since C, n J(R,, R, OR P) c J(S, SOR P) we have ht J(S, SOR P) > 2. 
Therefore by Lemma 3.6 there exist isomorphisms 
5,: SQR PrSOR Q and u2: R/CO. P=i R/CO, Q 
such that (l)G,=l,@,a’, (2)5,=lRICOR0’ and (3) l(S,C)r,,@sd,= 
1 (S/C)red 0 R/C"2- Moreover, since by [BR, Theorem 3.11 P has a 
unimodular element, r?‘l and rs2 can be chosen that 
Ar(cl) = l,@R II/ and A’cr* = 1 RIC@R ti. 
Now l,,@,d,: R, BR P 3 R, BR Q is an isomorphism such that 
lR,@sdi=lR,@R~‘and Ar(lR,@,ci)=lR,@R$. 
Let ~‘=(lR,,~QR,~~~l)(lR,,~QR,(lR,Q~~~)). 
Then it is easy to see that 0’ E SL(R,/CQR P, (X,, . . . . X,)) such that 
e'=rR,/C,,P mod(fi/C). Therefore by Lemma 3.7, 8’ can be lifted to an 
element 8 of SL(R, @R P, (X,, . . . . X,)). 
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Let a,=(lR,@,d,)B I. Then 1.,,,.0R,~,=1R,,COR,C~.2. Since the 
following square of rings 
(N-J’,,...,X,l=)A - R,O,A (=R,[X I,..., X,1) 
1 1 
(WCX,, . . . . X,1 = ) RICO, A - R,/CQ, A (= R,/C[X,, . . . . X,,]) 
is Cartesian with vertical maps surjective, cI and gz will patch up together 
to give an isomorphism 0: P 5 Q such that 0 = C+ and Ar CJ = $. 
4. CANCELLATION OF PROJECTIVE MODULES OVER R[X, Y] 
The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let R be a reduced normal ring of dimension d. Let P be a 
projective R[X, Y]-module of rank > d + 1. Let (p, a) be a unimodular 
element of P@ A, where A = R[X, Y]. Then there exists an automorphism o 
of PO A such that a( p, a) = (0, 1). 
For the proof of this theorem we need some lemmas and propositions. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let R be any ring and let A denote R[X,, ..,, X,,]. Let P be 
a projective A-module and let ( p, a) be a unimodular element of P@ A such 
that (p, a) = (0, l), where the bar means “mod(X,, . . . . X,).” Let s, and s2 be 
elements of R such that s, R + s,R = R. Let ar be an automorphism of 
P, @ A, (for i = 1,2) such that ai( p, a) = (0, 1) and iii = IFSsIB A,,. Assume 
further that P,,,, is extended from R,,,, . Then there exists an automorphism a 
ofP@Asuch thata(p,a)=(0,1)and6=Zpon. 
Proof Let 0 = (az)s,(a; 1)s2. Then 8 is an automorphism of P,,,, @ A.,,, 
such that 13(0, 1) = (0, 1) and 6= Ips,8,0 zT,s2. Therefore 
where a is an automorphism of P,,,, and $ is an element of 
Hom,J PSIzz, A,,,,) ( = P&) such that Cr = 1p.V,s2 and $ = 0. 
Since Cc = Ip by [P, Lemma 2 of Sect. 23, CI = (cl~l)s,(a,),,, where for 
i = 1,2, cli is at?mtomorphism of P, such that cli = 2~~~. Now $(a;‘),, is an 
element of Ps*,, such that I~/(u;‘)~~ =0. Therefore since s1 R + s,R = R, 
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w;l), = (ICI1 s, - w2)s,T where $, is an element of PE (for i= 1,2) such 
that tji = 0. Let, for i = 1,2, 
ai (I/se 
zi= 0 14, . [ 1 
It is easy to see that zi is an automorphism of P,,,@ A,Y, such that 
Zi= Ip,r,x and z,(O, l)= (0, 1). Moreover (~,c,)~~ =(z~~J~),~,. Therefore 
zi o1 and t’;e, patch up together to give an automorphism ~7 of PO A such 
that a(P,a)=(O, 1) and C=Zpoa. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let R be a ring of dimension d > 1 and let 
A = R[X,, . . . . X,,]. Let P be a projective A-module of rank 2 d + 1. Let s be 
an element of R such that P,s is free. Let (p, a) be a unimodular element of 
PO A such that (p, a) E (0, 1) mod(sX,). Then there exists an automorphism 
o of P @ A such that a( p, a) = (0, 1) and o = I,, A mod(X,,). 
Proof In what follows the bar will denote “modulo A’,,” and the tilde 
will denote “modulo (sX,).” 
Since P, is free, by [Su, Theorem 2.61 there exists an (elementary) 
automorphism o1 of P, @ A, such that CJ,( p, a) = (0, 1). Moreover since 
(p, a)= (0, l), 0, can be so chosen that 5, =Ipgz. We are going to apply 
Lemma 4.2 with s, = s and oi thus chosen. The rest of the proof will be 
devoted to defining s2 and e2. 
For z in P we denote the map A + ’ +’ P by 1;. By [BR, Theorem 3.11 
there exists p, in P and + in P* (= Hom,(P, A)) such that II/( p,) = 1. 
Now we define automorphisms of PO A as 
Then a,a,(p, a) = (p2, a2), where p2 = p + ap, and a, = +(p). Since p2 is 
a unimodular element of is, the element (p2, a,X,) of PO A is unimodular. 
Therefore by (2.6) there exists an element q in P such that 
ht O,( p2 + a,X,q) 2 rank P 2 d + 1. Therefore by [BR, Lemma 2.51 we 
can find a change of variables X, + X( = Xi + Xi (for 1 < i < n - 1) and 
X, + A’,, such that O,(p, + a,X,q) contains a manic polynomial f(X,) 
with coefficients in B, where B denotes REX;, . . . . r,_ 1]. 
Let T= 1 + sB. Then, since pmnq = @i (note that J? = 0 and hence 
d, = t&a) = 0) by [BR, Lemma 2.31, p2 + a,X,,q is a unimodular element 
of P,. Therefore there exists an element cp of PF such that 
rp(p,+a,X,q)= 1. Let $(pz+a,X,q)= c. Then it is obvious that E= 1. 
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Let 0=(1 -c)q+tjT. Then t) is an element of PF such that 
Q(p2+u2X,7q)= 1 and S=$,. 
Consider the automorphisms of P,.@ A I 
Then a5a4a3(p2, a21 = (0, 1). 
Let 0’= a5a4a3(a2)T(a1)T. Then ~‘(p, a) = (0, 1). We claim that 
6’ = ZPTO XT. To see this we first observe that Ej = ZPT8Ar. Moreover since 
p=O, &=O, and 6=1/r, we have (cC,),=Cr;’ and (CI,)T=C(;L. Thus our 
claim is proved. 
Now it is easy to see that there exists an element .s? in T and 
an automorphism oz of P,,@ A,,? such that oZ(p, u) = (0, 1) and 
02 = k,OA,,. 
Since s1 B + s,B= B and A = B[X,,], by Lemma 4.2 there exists an 
automorphism 0 of PO A such that CJ( p, a) = (0, 1) and a= IFOA. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let R be an affine algebra IZI~’ dimension d over u ,finite 
,field. Let A = R[X, Y] and ( p, a) he a unimodulur element qf P@ A, where 
P is a projective A-module qf rank >d + 1. Then there exists an 
automorphism G qf PO A such that a( p, a) = (0, 1). 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that R is reduced and 
P is of constant rank. Moreover in view of [BR, Corollary 4.91 we can 
assume that d 3 2. 
By the QuillenSuslin theorem there exists a non-zero-divisor s in R such 
that P,, is free. 
In what follows the tilde means “mod(sY).” 
Since A” is an affine algebra of dim d+ 1 over a finite field and 
rank(P) 3 d + 1 > 3, by a result of [MMR] there exists an automorphism r 
of PO A such that ?(p, cl)= (0, 1). Now we are through due to 
Proposition 4.3. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let R he a ring of dimension d such that ht J(R) 
(= Jacobson radical of R) > 2. Let A = R[X, Y]. Let P he a projective A- 
module of rank > d + 1 and let ( p, a) he a unimodular element of P@ A such 
that (p, a) = (0, 1) mod(X, Y). Then there exists an automorphism a of 
P@A such that a(p,a)=(O, 1) anda=I,,,mod(X, Y). 
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Proof Without loss of generality we assume that R is reduced and P is 
of constant rank. 
By the Quillen-Suslin theorem there exists a non-zero-divisor s such that 
P,s is free. We can assume that s is in J(R). 
In what follows the tilde denotes “mod(sY).” 
Note that A” (=R[ Y]/(.sY)[X]) has generalized dimension (see [P, 
Sect 11 for definition) <d. Therefore by (2.6) there exists q in P such that 
(j? + iiq) is a unimodular element of P. Let $ be an element of P* such that 
I& j7 + &j) = 1. Now consider the automorphisms of PO A 
where for z in P, 1; denote the map A --+’ ” P. 
Let r = a3azal and let r(p, a) = (pl, al). Then it is obvious that 
(Pl,~,) = (0,1). Moreover since (p, a) = (0, 1) mod(X, Y), r E 
I POA mod(X 0. 
Applying Proposition 4.3 to the unimodular (p,, a,) we can find an 
automorphism 0 of P@A such that ~(P,,u,)=(~, 1) and 
e=boa mod(X, Y). Now we are through if we put c = 0~. 
Proqf of Theorem 4.1. Let the bar denote “modulo (X, Y).” Then since 
dim R = d and rank P >, d + 1, by the Bass cancellation theorem [Bl, 
Theorem 3.4, p. 1831 there exists an automorphism T of PO A such that 
(Pl,~,)=(O, 11, where T(P,u)=(P,,~,). 
Since R is normal, det(P) is extended from R (without loss of generality 
we can assume that P is of constant rank). Therefore by [BR, 
Theorem 3.11, ht J( R, P) > 2, where J( R, P) denotes the Quillen ideal of P. 
Applying Proposition 4.5 to the ring R, +JCR,Pj and the unimodular 
element (p,, a,) we can find an automorphism 0; of (P@A)l+JcR,Pj such 
that &(p,, a,) = (0, 1) and @J=ZClroAj,+JCR,P,. Therefore there exists an 
element s, of J(R, P) and an automorphism e2 of P,s,@ A,s, such that 
8,(p,,ul)=(0,1)and8,=IP,,0A.,,,wheres,=1+sl. 
Since s, is an element of J(R, P), P,s, is extended from R,, . Therefore, 
since ( p, , a,) = (0, 1) we can find an automorphism 8, of P,s, @ A,s, such 
that ~,(P,, aI)= (0, 1) and 0, =IP~,?,T,,. 
Therefore by Lemma 4.2 there exists an automorphism 8 of PO A such 
that 8( p, , a,) = (0, 1). Put CJ = 0~. Obviously c is an automorphism of 
P @ A such that a( p, a) = (0, 1). 
Note added in proof: The question of Bass stated in the Introduction of our paper has been 
answered in the affirmative by R. A. Rao and later by H. Lindel (by different techniques). 
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